Indulge in extreme with the largest Oregon dunes in Coos Bay

The Northwest is quite known for its engraved coastlines, from the sea stacks projecting out of the Pacific
to the rain forested mountains tangled with ferns. If you’ve ever driven up and down the coastal highway
in Oregon, however, you might have come across an almost fifty-mile distance where the Oregon coast
takes on an entirely new appearance.
The Oregon Dunes Coos bay created thousands of years ago as the sandstone in the Cascade Range
gradually battered and was splashed to shore by rivers, creeks, and streams. Instead of frisking out to sea,
or mounding up against the rocky bluffs that rim most Oregon beaches, the enormous dunes shaped
where gaps in the headlands let the sand accrue.
Today, there are many camping sides in Oregon Coast that let people to indulge in extreme sports in these
dunes in Coos Bay ATV. These sites are a perfect weekend getaway for people to take a break from the
mundane regular life. The various off-road activities that people can indulge in here are Sand Fest, Sand
Jam UTV Takeover and has accumulated tremendous press coverage via various print and web-based
outlets.
One great way to find such activities is to explore some of the best camping sites in Oregon Coast that
offer off-road activities for people. Begin with a detailed research on internet about them and compare
their prices. Don’t forget to read the reviews of previous visitors who stayed there and shared their
experience on web.
With so many campaign sites offering the best of Oregon dunes in Coos Bay, it won’t be too hard for you
to get the best deal on your visit. And this could be more attractive if you’re in a big group as the chances
of getting discounts would also be high. Some of the leading names in this segment are Boxcar Hill
campground, Lagoon campground, Carter Lake campground, Eel Lake campground and others.
The archetypal dune experience might best be found on the Boxcar Hill campground at the far southern
end of the recreation area. It is possible to walk out into the middle of this special recreation area and feel
truly alone. Tracking the trail signs in the rolling sand can be challenging, particularly in inclement or foggy
weather. A map and good wayfaring skills are highly recommended, despite the trail's brief 2.5-mile
length.
No matter how large your group is or what activities you want to indulge in, there is always a perfect
indulgence ready for you. In regard to outdoor activities, the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area is
fully-packed with opportunities for summer fun. Visitors can ride the dunes on Off -highway Vehicles, hike,
paddle in the lakes, birdwatch, camp, picnic, and more.
Wildlife is abundant here, as are hikers – backpackers come to start their hike of the 35-mile Lost Coast
Trail, California’s longest and most rocky coastal trail. Campsites boast of seasonal drinking water and
vault toilets. There are several sites that are first-come, first-served. Camping here is best during the
summer months.

